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Chapter 1 
RELATED ~ITERATURE AND THEORETICAL ORIENTATION 
Introduction 
-
I ' 
"The importance of clothing 1to people in an inter-
1 
acting society, such as .America, and the extent to which 
clothing is ~se~ ~sa- symbol of status are two aspects of 
hum~ behavio~ about . which very little is known.111 This 
observation by the noted .fashion consu~tant, Emma ~ttl~s, 
') 
amph~sizes the need for in~reased ~~erstanding of public 
appe~l for . ~lothing articles and the fashion diffusion 
( . . 
process. 
One specific problem area, the am'ount· o:r fashion 
influence ~xerted by one social · class on another, ·has been 
briefly explored. Traditionally, the fashion di·ffusion 
I 
proce.ss has been considered a downward flow· by social 
class·. More recently, however, several researchers have 
cont~sted the . downward ·flow theory, contending that fashion 
leaders exist on .all .soqial strata. The research related 
to this problem emph~sizes the need for resolving ·these 
contradictions for marketing, advertising, 1and clothing 
'theorists. 
I' • • • 
1Emma Louise Holmes Kittles, "The Importance Qf 
Clothing as a Status Symbol _Among College Students," 
, Dissertation Abstracts, XX, No. 11 (196?), 3998-99. 
2 
roGh:g ... n Uld and .R~late ·.:l Rese~ch 
........ lli'U 8 ..... . ' t .. ......... 3( 
:Ha.ny areas in the social and t.h·e natural sciences 
p ovide lJaCl{grou.n . for reseaTc ·• !lppli.ca le to clot11in,s a··J.r.l 
iashion. diffusion. It should be noted, however, that no 
s-c.udy exists which directly addresses the :proble!ll ,POsed 
i~ the present investigation~ Tangentially related to 
tb.e research proolem is the classic study by Katz and 
Lazar.sfel.d on vo;...ing behaviorfo) Their conclusiona · result .... 
2· Cf. theory daa·l ing witn ·the diffusion of in.110 aticn, 
~o ·m the 'two step flow of communicatione" I-t sugGI5 
gests that roduct info m~tion flo ~ s f om t he mass media 
c.l.J.d othe:' sourc.ea to opinion· leaderse These lead,.?rs in 
tur·n cc~trol the i formation that flows from them to others 
i~ th3ir BFhere of influences 
Evpanding the.i.r he ry j..nto specific areasr in~ 
cl ding that of clotrdng and the influence of. fashion 
lea:_ers, Kat~ and Lazars.feld propo.sed the hy1;>otheais o.z. 
,.horizontal influence" to stand alongside the traditional 
11 vertica.l influence" theory. Intervie·~rlng · a cross sa11ple 
o.L women il.1 Decatur, Illinois, the in·vestigators su.goe~ted 
tha.t ·n thin this com. ur~ ty the fashion leader ;vas not 
necessarily a glamorous woman of high social status, but 
more likely to move in generally similar social circles 
~·· · t1. t ne e.dvic . seeker. Follo:Ning this vievt, the authors 
3 
·- ··-··· · concluded·· 11 ·· · & • ·fas hion le·aders· -exist---on·· al-l ··sociai·······-·--····-----··--·---. 
~t-~~t~, ~d tha~ in~lue~ce _ra.-:rel1_ ~~<?s_s_es sta~us li~es. n 2 
Supporting this viev~point is Nargaret Pauline 
Grindereng's study of style dispersion and leadership. 
She stated that the characteristics of fashion leaders 
suggest that they u ••• may be ramified throughout the 
social classes and not limited to an upper social stra-
tum."3 
Summers' investigation of the characteristics of 
women fashion transmitters also demonstrated that opinion 
leadership in the area of women's clothing is a vride-
. spread trait.4 Also contrary to traditional research were 
Britt's fj_ndings that the upper social class does not nec-
essarily determine women's fashion.5 
A recent study of product endorsement by prominent 
athletes by the Alan R. Nelson Research Inc. concluded, 
2Elihu Katz and Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Personal In-
~ence (Glencoe: The Free Press, 1955), p. 2b4. 
7 . 
.)Margaret Pauline Grindereng, "Fashion Diffusion: 
A Study by Price Range of Style Dispersion and Style 
Leadership," Dissertation Abstracts, XLXVI, No. 2 ( 1965), 
1624. 
4John Oliver Sunun.ers, 11 The Identity of the .\Vomen's 
Clothing Fashion Transmitter,~' . Dissertation Abstracts, 
XXI~ , No. 3 (1968), 711A. 
5steuart Henderson Britt, ed., Psychological Ex-
~J:imems.; in C_onsumer Behavior (New York: John Wiley and 
Sons, 1970), pp 172-75. 
I 
I I 
~fter quGstioning 2,500 nen on the product-pushing tal-
lents of 192 spor ts figures that, "• • c consumers are far 
1 . l 1 more --l.c"te to t r· st e.L. dorsemE:nts by less f lamboyant p r--
sonaJ.ities n6 Alth ugh only testimonials by notable 
sp:1rtsmen t· e~e ezaminBd, Nelson Research found that an 
athl ete 's pote_tial success as an endorser depended not 
on !Us .slr~ll or fame but on his "lD{eability" by the pub-
lie. n_4.Jld what the public appears to like is t he quiet, 
comfo_taole, old-shoe personalities - not the abrasive or 
s ingin~ types~ ,7 
From a marketing standpoint, these fin~ngs bring 
i~to ~uest~on the advantage _of associating a highly fa-
mous ~~ s~cc9ssful individual vdth a clothing style, 
~~d p--~lcularly th benefit of ·employing celebrities -
a .:::> t:.bset of the upper social and economic class - for 
t3stimor~al type advertisements. 
Traditionally, ho ever 1 the social elite have been 
I 
vlewed as the originators of fashion ~~d-the fashion dif-
fusion process has been believed to be a· dovmward flow 
by so·cial class{* Attesting to this -rl.ev7 is J ftc Flugal B 
text on the psychology of clothing(} nrt is a fundame:!J.tal 
hUJ"!la:-1 tra:L t, u he stated, "to imitate those ·who are ad-
mired and envied • • • &~d nhat more natural, and at the 
6uv111o D::> You Trust?n !~t December 31, 1973, p. 8--
7 i-b · · 
... la. 
5 
same time, .more symbolic, than to start the process of 
imitation by co ying their clothes, the very insignia of 
the admired and envied qualities.'-'~ 
Other authors have placed high t1erit on the asso-
ciation of _ ~_celebrity with selected products. George 
Burton Hotchkiss stated in Advertising Copy that the 
testir.aonia.ls of ". • persons whose eminence is due to 
their position in the social or theatrical world are not 
valuable as proof, but may be valuable because of their 
ass ociations.u9 He cited ·woraen's magazines as an extreme-
ly effective medium for association copy and specifically 
referred to fashion as a product greatly enhanced by cele-
brity testimonials 
~ionroe F .. Dreher's essay "On Behalf of Testimoni-
alsrt supports Hotchlr~ss. Shovdng fashionable personali-
ties amidst exclusive settings, he stated, offers If • • • 
an appeal of charm and glamour, placed within the r-each 
' l 
of the average American woman through the purchase of the 
product. 1110 
Sandage and Fryburger, in their text Advertising 
Theory and Practice spoke of a spirit of emulation as the 
BJ.C. Flugal, The Psgch,ology of Clothes (London: 
Hogarth Presa, 1950), PPe 13 -39 
York: 
9George Burton Hotchkiss, .P,.dyertising Copy (Ne\v 
Harper and Brothers Publishing·, 1936), p. 3Lr6. 
1 01··Ionroe F. Dreher I ttQn Behalf 0 f Testimonials J ,, 
Efinter's Ink, Iviarch 20, 1953, pp 49-50. 
6 
~trength behind adver~i~i~g tAstimonials. In other ~ords, 
conht::ners 1 they beli av-3 achieve a sort of vicarious sat-
ij, . . ~a ... tion b:' buying a produ t allied with the charm and 
g- amour of fashionable personalities~ 11 
Stuaie s by Da~iel Starch and his associates fur-
ther attest -·to the value of the celebrity testj_rn.onial 
as ~ ef~ective advertising toolo A comparison· of testi-
::o:J.i& ..... and non-testiJnonial ads shoNed an ~dvantage of from 
eig"nt -:o t';renty ... six p r cent for the testimonial over the 
t . . . 1 d J..• t 12 n0n- .e ~l~Onla a ver~lsemen 
l at ·r s ·-. udy by th~ same researcher us d 100 
tes-:;i!y onials each matched vii th a non-testimonial ad of the 
feature, and product classification~ 
T"hv f.; !.~E,S s hoved that relebri ty endorsed ads .were seen 
c ... G. re-e.d. to a L..tC'h .greater 9Xten t on the average than . 
we..,.e non-testimonials. It was also deternu.ned that non--
ceiebrity tastimonial ads were not consistently better 
+h t . t. . 1 1 3 v ru1 non- es 2mon~a s. -
To further the research ~ Starch~ Harold Rudolph 
re1a ... yzed a sa1npl,.. of c.dvertisements in the 9at tr.O.a:t: Evening 
Po9~ a~d compare~ readership for the testimonial approach 
11 c H SandaO"e and VBr.non Fryburger, Advertisin_g 'l~eorv ann Practice f?th ed ; Homewood: Richard P. Irwin, 
·r-;~~· ''.-."r\7"'77 ) Y\ ~ • ~nJ~~ ~o~ , ~~ ~J· 
12
r.·Ierill DeVoe. Efff!ct.:.;e Ad-vertising Copy (New 
Yo1 r: : TlJ.e l~Iac 11ilJ.at1 Cc). ;-T936) Q pp. L~91-92" 
13Tb-j 1 
............ Q .. 
7 
vrith that of other approaches. A.gain, testimonial copy 
ranked first on a nread most" index Furttle:r.more, ad-
vertisements featuring well-kno".-vn personalities surpassed 
testimonials using identified individuals by the follow-
ing percentages: 
ads with stage and screen stars 56% 
ads· \vi th other identified in eli vi duals 15% 
ada with undifferentiated individuals 7%* 
*Honroe F~ Drehner, 110n Behalf of Testimonials," 
Printer's I~, }-larch 20, 1953, p. 92. 
The use of celebrities in testimonial-type aa--
v-.. rti sements has 'been further rosearched by the .Ame~icEU1 
l''ewspauer Ftlblishers 1issociatiort. Their continuing 
Htucl.y of newspaper reading confirms the effectiveness 
o f wel~--~ovm personalities in attracting readers. l4 
Product endorsements by famous, successful indi-. 
viauals are apparently believed to be beneficial by many 
compard_es, -for millions of dollars are spent annually to 
obtain the services of a celebrity to promote a specific 
proa.uct. In fact; personal endorsements are the- singl~ 
mobt important source of outside income for many cele~ 
brlties. ~harles Barnes, manager for the Southern Cali-
fornia football star o.J·.J Simpson, disclosed a sum of 
$500~000 p~d to his client for endorsements, before his 
first Frofessional gamee Edie ~dams, liKewise received 
14ne V~e" op. cit., P~ 92. 
8 
nearly $500,000 in cash and stock from Cut and Curl, Inc. 
for lending her na~e and image to a string of beauty salons 
and beauty products~ 1.5 -- · · - ·· · · · -···- ··-
rr4-l1.mericans are obsessed with success~~-'. _ s.t~ted an 
article in Forbes magazine. "They like to associate with 
it, invest in it, even buy products from those who have 
it, as though through association s~me of the success 
nlignt rub off on them." Basically, the endorsement. in-
volves a celebrity lending the use of his narae and image 
in return for cash or corporate ·equity. 11 It provides _ the 
business-man an instant door-opener, the celebrity an easy 
source of additional wealth, the consumer a status symbol 
"16 
a.nd a vicarious association with glamour and success." 
Currently in selling and advertising, s,Ports per-
SOllalities have ascended to a position of eminence. "The 
athlete provides recognition, 11 st"ated Steve .Arnold, one 
I 
of the founders of Pro _Sports, Inc., a company that re-
presents athletes in their sundry negotiations. t~1ore 
than that, he also supplies the image. For most peoplet 
the athlete is still the all-American boy • e • he :pro-
vides sincerity."17 Athletes have therefore suddenly 
l5"The ~Jame Game," Forbes, August 15, 1969, p. 30. 
16Ibid. 
1 7Fr~~t Deford, "Hot Pitchmen in the Selling Game," 
:.S£QL~s !l.}.ustrat.ed, :November 17, 1959, p. 11 O. 
9 
found that their lL.,_usual shapes, habits, or attitudes are 
in demand for advertisements. T'a.us, 1/lilt Chamberlain can. 
be see_ climb ·_ng into a Voli ... sv1agen, Joe Namath lathering 
with JJoxema shaving cream, Denny McLain pumping a Hamm.ond 
org~ and all L6 pro football right guards favoring a 
certaiu cteod~ranta 18 
A few of the more famous and outstanding testi--
monia..!... campaigns of the past include Chevrolet's Dinart 
S.n.ora, Wheaties' Breakfast of Champions, and Miss Ameri-
ca's Qldsmobile .. 
Strangely enough, however, no recent study exists 
rela-:;ing the effects of associating a celebrity \V:ith a 
specific garment. There is almost a complete absence of 
re~e-ar~~ dealing with public appeal for clothing articles 
an~J fashion diffusion. 
A much more widely researched and popular area 
occurs in the field of speech and relates the effect of 
:prestige upon judgments of literature, art, and p~rsonal 
taste. 
I'Iuzafer Sherif falsely attached different author's 
names to passages judged to be of equal literary merit. 
Correlations between the ranking of authors and the sub.-
~equent ran...ldngs of passages to which the authors' names 
were attached were held to represent the effects of 
18Ibid.., 
10 . 
prestige. Sherif asserted that the name of the a.uthor 
exerted considerable influence upon th 
pru sages. 1 9 · · · · · · · ·· 
rat ings of the 
}fure recently in India, Das, Rath, and Das 
studied the effect of author prestige upon evaluations 
of poetry. They conclu4ed tha-t prestige influenced 
judgment greatly but this effect was weakened when the 
factors of understanding and merit were stressed.20 
Judgments of art seem to be similar. Farnsworth 
and ~usumi obtained data indicating that recognit~on of 
the artist's name had some favorable effect on the eval-
t . f . . 21 ua lon o p~c~ures. In another experiment Bernberg 
found that _ evaluatio~s of alleged art critics signifi-
cantly affected the judgments by artistically naive 
students .. 22 
19:t?1uzafer Sherif, ''An Experimental Study of 
StereotYJ est n Journal of Abnormal and Social Pszchology, . 
XXIV ( 1953_) ~ . 371-75. 
20J.P. Das, R. Ruth, and Rhea Stagner Das, · 
ttUnderstanding Versus Suggestion in the Judgment of 
Literary Passages," Journal of Abnormal and Social 
!'§zcholoer;y, LI (1953), 624-28. . 
21 Paui Farnsworth and Issei Musruni nFurther 
Data on .Suggestion in Pictures, u American jo11rnal of 
fsy.chology,_ XLVIII (1931.), 63~ • . 
22Raymond .Bernberg, "Prestige .Suggestion in 
Art as Communication," Journal of Social I;_s;tEJ!-2.1~, 
XXAv~II (1953), 23-30. · 
, 1 
In the area o.: personal taste and perception, 
similar effects have been found. Karl Duncker presented 
a story to nursery s chool children i n which a fj.;;tional 
haro endorsed a food actually less desirable than an al-
ternative selection. The after-effect, however, was de-
. . 
cidedly po~itive - a larger percentage of the children 
selected the endorsed food when given a choice. 23 
dults, high school students, end college under-
g.r·aduates vrere subjects of an investigation by Donceel,, 
.A l i~arra , and BU>ch Each ,Person was presente.d wi. th a 
desc=iption of himself which supposedly came from tests 
21d expert evaluations, but actually was determined by 
chance. Under mild suggestion a significant number of 
studen~s accepted these statements as valid, and under 
stro~g sug~~stion all subjects yielded. They accepted 
as true the false descriptions of their personalities and 
reverDed previous answers to questions in· a personality 
24 test(;; 
23Karl Duncker, "Experimental Modification of 
Childrents Food Preferences Through Socj_al Suggestion,n 
:Journal o'f Abnormal and Social Psycholo~, XXXIII (1938), 
lt89-5U? • . . 
2Lt-Joseph Donceel, Benjamin Alimena, and Catherine 
Bj_rch, ,Influence of Prestige Suggestion on the Answers · 
of a Personality Inventory,tt Journal o,f Applied Psychology, 
Y~XIII (1949), 352-55o -
1"2 
A 11ell-known study by Haiman investigated the 
0 00 ... ,.,, , • ••• o ~· • • o •o "'oo - • • ".,. ·- • • ,,.. o oo o •• ••• o • - •-• - • "'"'•••-•• - •• ~- '"" ' ' ,,.__,,, •••• -n • ••• • - · .. ,, ____ , .. _ -·•- -..- •• o oo o • ....,..,_.,.,..,, _ _ 
Fersuasive influence of the prestige · actor in a public 
.. . .. .. .. - ·- ... 
· spee.king situation. Th~ee exper~nental groups we· e 
presen~ed a tape-recorded speech variously att· ibuted to 
Thomas Parr~, Surgeon General of .the U.,S.; .to Eugene 
Dennis, Secretary of the Communist Party in .America; and 
to a North·western Uni versi.ty Sophomore. Not only was 
Farran rated significantly more com·petent than the other 
t wo, but also, his speech was significantly more effec-
tive in changing attitudes. Haiman therefore concluded 
tnat the prestige of a spea~er does influence the effec-
tiveness of his persuasion. 25 
Kulp attempted to develop an index of prestige 
ba.sed on attitude change. In a classic design 1 which 
has been repeated with variations many times, various sub-
groups \1Tere told that the responses supplied them had 
been rritten by social s9ientists, educators, and lay cit-
izens. The relative amounts of attitude shift toward each 
of these sources was used as the basis for computing an 
index of prestige for each of the several _groups. The 
2 5Pranklyn Haiman, ".An Experimental Study of the 
Effe~ts of .Ethos in Public Speaking, u ~__Eeecb Monographs, 
XVI (September 1949) 1 .190-202. 
13 
data demonstrated that educators exerted the greatest 
i"lfluen.ce on the subjects' ratings, although even the 
laJ citizens had noticeable prestige. 26 
In 1938, Lurie defined prestige as u .... the 
cnang~ in sca2e value of certain items brought about 
by attat·hing the name of the symbol to these items." 
He o taj_ned s·cale values for prestige by administering 
a te~t f attitu· e without attaching prestige labels 
to the ite .s, by administering the same test two weeks 
lat6r rith prestige la'bels attached, and by then sub-
t.acti~g tne scores on the first test from those on 
t 1'e second. The remainder was · the index of prestig·e. 27 
L4rie ~oints to the need for further prestige-
effe ~-t otuclies and suggests attaching fictitious or 
ne~tral names, rather than no names, to the unrecog-
nized statem ntso 
A study by Saadi and Farnsworth ascertained tue 
e·ffect of well liked and di~liked personf? on acceptance 
of dogmatic statements. In general, the authors found 
26naniel Kulp, . II, "Prestige As ~leasured by 
Single=-E:'{perience. Changes and thei;r P.:.: . manency, n 
Jo lrnal of Educational Research, xxvr-- ( 1934) I 663-72. 
2?walter Lurie, "The Measure~ent of Prestige 
and Prestige--Suggestibility," Journal of Social Psz-
cholo~, IX (T938), 219-25 • . 
14 
greater acceptance for dogmatic statem nts when they 
. ····-····--- ··- . ····- ····- ·--- ... ··-····-.... ·--
were attributed to -ell liked per sons the~ in the situ 
a t ion in which they were attributed t 
viduals. 28 
... 
i s l iked. ·ndi 
. These studies point to the significan_t .effect 
which prestige has on an individual s perception of 
a source. Although none of the above studies specifi-
-
cally refer to the effect of prestige on att~tudes 
toward clothing, research does exist regarding the 
opposite effect - the influence that clothing has on 
opinions toward individuals. A brief survey of a few 
of these stu_dies may be beneficial to understanding 
this relationship. 
An investigation of nEsteem Accorded t .o Clothed 
Figures as Related to Fashion and Perception" by Muriel 
Kathleen Jones, ascertained the importance of fashion 
I 
as an element in the appr.aisal of unknown persons. 
She concluded from a ~oup of female college student 
respondents that clothing varies in its communicative-
ness according to the frame of reference of the per-
ceiver, and those wearing in-fashion clothing are held 
in ~igher esteem than those in out-of-fashion clothing, 
28Mi tchell Saadi and Paul Farns,North, nThe 
D grees of Acceptance of DOgmatic Statements and Pre-
ferences for Their Supposed ~1ak.ers," Journal of AbnQ£.-
mal and Social Psycholog~, XXIX (1934), 143-50. 
15 
other fac tors being equalo She also found hat neither 
.. · -· ..... ., . .. ...... ....... ... ... -~· ... - ..................... .. ..... -·· . ·-- ... -·· -· 
.... -······ ... -· ... . .. --·· -- .... . 
t h e S v CP I -5 ty Or insecur ity level Of the per ce .V -r nor 
he~ douenan t ·in er est s appeared to b ac ·-
. . 
tors in determining the emphasi~ pl aced upon the fash 
ionableness of the others' clothing when according 
~ste *3m in a first contact situation. The fa·shion in-
t er.st of the perceiver, however, was significant.29 
Agr eeing that clothing· does have a definite 
influence on impression of stimulus person~, Helen 
Irene Douty's study rejected a null hypothegis that 
there would be no difference in social status ratings 
vr.i.t h changes in clothing. The design of this study, 
using coloreq slides prese~ted as stimuli for the 
I • 
attitude r esponses, is of particular interest due to 
th~ use of a similar method in presenting fashions :±n 
the proposed expvriment.3° 
Also concerned with the influence of dress on 
initial impressions is Paul N. Hamid's study on ster-
eotypingo His results confirmed the hypothesis that 
29l1uriel I\athleen · Jone~, nEsteem Accorded to 
Clothed Figures as Related .to Fashion and Perception," 
2hssertation Abstracts, XXX, No. 1 (1969), 271B. 
3°Helen Irene Douty, ttThe Influence of' Clothing 
on Perceptions of Persons in Single Contact Situations," 
frissertation Abstracts, XXIII, No. ~0 (1963), 3882-83. 
16 
there are consistent stereotypes based on style of 
······· ·--- ................ 3 .. 1 
dress 
.. ~., -·-····- .. - .......... . ... -·-· ·- • •• .. . . ..... •h • ... ·- · -·· .. ....... ... ...... • -· - ... . 
Thoma s Ford Hoal t, in vrorking rvi t h c ol lege men .. 
noted · that j_n a specified experimental si t uation, cloth-
~ 
ing did not appear to have been associ.ated vii th impor-
tant social ratings when they were rated by acquaintan-
ces; instead the ratings made were associated with the 
degree of soci al closeness the judges expressed for the 
men judged. In another controlled situation. employing 
unacquainted male subjects, attractiveness ratings for 
men previously rated low went up when the men· were pic-
tured wearing clothing independently rated high in appro-
priateness; and vice versa.32 
Hoalt refrains from generalizing from these re-
s ults. He does admit, however, in the conclusion of 
his study to the "• •• scarcity of empirical data 
I 
a vailable on the subject."33 
I 
31Paul N. Hamid, "Style of Dress as a Perceptual 
Cue in Impression Formation, 11 Perceptual and t1otor Skills, 
XXVI ( 1968 ) , 904-6. · . 
32Thomas Ford Hoal t, nExperimen tal l·1easurement 
of Clothing as a Factor in Some Social Ratings of Se-
lected American }'len, 11 American Sociological Revie1ov (1954), 
324-28. 
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poin-:. to the need for additional research, Thomas Ford 
Hoalt observed: 
It is true tb~t "everyone knows" clothes play 
s~~n a part in h~~~ society; however, the exact 
~ature and extent to which clothing functions in 
a..11 interacting world remain unknown • $ • Here, 
then. is_a rich, ~tapped field for social re-
search -·~ • on3LJ-
34rbid. 
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!"~F;tose and_JI:fpotheses 
The preceding ·· :review emphasizes the need for re-
search in th area of clothing habits in general and 
the d~rfusion of fashion, in particular. The contra-
~ 
d~ctions pr~sent in existing research and ,the signifi-
ca.:."lce of the problem ~o marketing and advertising theory, 
further necessitate additional study in the area. Clear-
ly of consequence to clothing manufacturers and adver-
+ ~ "~sers is the degree of effectiveness of the tastimon-
ial as an advertising technique and the benefit of em-
ploy~g celebrities to endorse new clothing styles. 
The present field experiment was designed to supply 
additional information -which may be used to rasolve the . 
.f:~oolem.s ·and con-cradictions present in existing research. 
T1c specific purpose of the study was to determine if 
thg association of a prestigious woman with a fashion-
able garment infl.uenced middle-class ·women's ~ttitudes 
I 
to1 rard the garment. Specifically, the experiment tested 
the following hypotheses: 
1 • Fashions associated with prestigious women 
\rill r ecBive significantly higher likeability ratings 
than those which are either not asso.ciated with women 
or are asso.ciated with fictitious women. 
2. Pashions associated v.ri.th fictitious ·women 
will receive significantly higher likeabili ty ratings· 
than t1ose which are not associated with women. 
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pens i ty for buyi ng a fashion When the fashion ~B assOC~ 
a ted n th ·a "pr es tigious woman than when t he ·ra·shiori is .. - ....... . 
either not associa ted vvith a woman or when .it is associ 
ated with a fictitious woman. 
4 • . 'Nomen will exhibit. significan.tly greater pro-
pensity for buying a fashion when the fashion is associ-
ated nth a fictitious woman thw~ when the fashion is 
not associated ¥dth a woman. 
'Hypotheses one &~d three were logically derived 
from research regarding the dovmwru-.d flov1 theory of fa-
shion diffusion expounded by J. c. Flugal; and study by 
Starch and others relatLug the effects of celebrity tes-
timonials on subjects' readership ratings. They also 
concur. with the assertion of several advertising theorists 
that consumers achieve a vicarious satisfaction by buying 
I 
a product allied \nth a fashionable personality • . This 
I 
theory is further advanced by source credibility research 
by Sherif, Duncl~er, Haiman, etc. 
Although no study exists ielating the effects bf 
associating a fictitious name with a fashionable garment, 
some research in the area of speech regarding the influ-
ence of prestige upon judgments of art, literature, and 
perso-nal taste, indicates that even unknown individuals 
exert a small amount of prestige. Hypotheses two and 
four were derived from these findings. 
. , 
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Chapter 2 
PILO~ RESEP..RCH 
The de&irabili.ty for a. field experiment approach 
to the current investigation required an extensive pilot 
s._ d:·.r to resolve any p~·~oblerub before execution of the 
ftnal experiment. Ccllege VlOHlen. were subjects for the 
p~l 8t aili~nistered during the spring of 1973 at Florida 
This investigation was QiVided 
The first three were prepar-
ato y tc t_~e act~al collection end analysis of data, 
...J-:a z_7e four -;ons'isted of the data collectio 1 1 and the 
ri..:·i?2 .:.;tage in\·'Olved statistical analysis of the data t;l 
Des:; .. gn.il."L:J a questionnaire to ;measure prestige 
cct· .. ~prised the first stage. A list was compiled of well-
Kn.o-:m ';1:>::1en~ tnclrrding political leaders, mov:te ·and tele-
v.! s.'i.on stars; vocal~ .sts, and commentators, believed to be 
th~ cr1 -..~ s~ ~.,Iide1y faJ11ous and representativ9 in their field. 
"-.!. eqJlal nurJbe.r of fictitious women's names was also 
A group of 22 female responde.nts enrolled in an 
ir.tr ductory Speech class at Florida TecJJ.nological Uni-
ier..:,ity rD. ·ed each VfOffi2.11 on t·wo semantic differentie..l 
sea 1 AS ( Appencii~: Pl.) o One measured the fame of the in-
21 
dividual (famous - uriknown), the other her importance 
• 0 •• ~ ~ 0 . •• • .• • • -- ~ .... .. - •• ·· ~ • • • • • • .. •• • ••• ..... . •• • • •• ·~ •••• -· - . ............... ·- .... . ·- .... .. - ......................... .. . - ........ .... ._~--~- --- •••• • ·- ..... . ......... - -·· .... . ... . ....... - ... - - .. . .... . 
(important - Unimportan·t) e The SUm Of the t\VO r tings 
opera.tionally defined each woman's . presti e · - 'I, e ten -··· ·· ···· --
women receiving the highest scores and the ten. receiving 
the lowest were used in the experiment. Thus, .any fic-
titious names, mistakably considered prestigious;· and 
ru1y prestigious women not considered eminently famous 
and important, were eliminated from the f i nal list. The 
women's names are presented in rank order· in Appendix B. 
Stage two · of the data collection cons~sted of 
photographing a collection of garments at Ivey's De~art­
ment Store,. Winter Park, Florida. Sev·eral clothing 
styles were selected and photographed in a hanging posi-
t .ion. All environmental variables including lighting, 
· exposure~ and setting were held constant SBJ.es 1· :price, 
and direction tags were removed or catitio.usly bidden 
fro~ the camera. Several slides of each garment were 
I 
taken using a 35 mm. camera. The best slide of each 
selected fashion was chosen for the study. 
The third stage of t~e experiment involved gath-
ering subjects and dividing them into exrerimental and 
control conditions. Female students enrolled in Speech 
101 classes at Florida Technological University and mem-
.. 
bers of three University sorority groups were subjects 
for the experiment. In order to preclude any correlation 
bet~1oen the pretest and the experiment) those students 
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. . 
'!.\ ho had pretriously determined prestige did not ·parti-
cipate in this stage of the pilot i nvestigation 
A total of 11 0 sub j ects were randomly assigned 
to high p~estige (group A), low prestige (B) 1 ~~d con-
t:-ol ( r"T) tr.ea tmen t conditions and shovm the slides .. 
-
Tne garments rated by group A were att~ibuted to the 
ten ::'restigious 1omen; the.sa.me garments attributed to 
tue fictitious names were rated by group Ba Th~ con-
/aS simply asked to rate·· the garments VJi th-
cut having the fashions associated with a female buyer. 
In ~his nanner all aspects of the three slide ~resen-
+ations were as similar a.s possible except for the· asso-
ciation of an individual with the garment shown. 
·The questionnaires (Appendix C) were composed 
of t ~"~·o semantic q.ifferential scales for each of the ten 
slidese The instructions read: "Please rate each gar-
ment as you view it on ·the slide. Place your mark (X) 
I 
that space on the scale which most closely indicates 
yo r judgment of ~he garment. On the second scale, 
rate yQur chance of purchasing this garment (assuming 
you have the money) .n An · example of the tv1o scales for 
each treatment group follows: 
Treatment A 
1. This garment worn by Pat Nixon. 
Like 
Practically 
Certain 
. 
• 
. 
. 
. 
• 
. 
. 
• 
• 
. 
• 
. • 
• • 
- - -
. . 
• . 
-
. Dislike • 
-
No 
• Cha.t1ce • 
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....... ~ ............. Treatment. B 
1 • This garment worn by Flor~n.ce. 11oye~. 
Like 
Practically 
Certain 
-
Treavment c 
Slide 1 • 
Like 
-
Practically 
Certain 
• 
• 
. 
• 
-
. 
. 
. . . 
• • • 
--
• . • 
• • • 
- ·-
• . • 
• • • 
-
-
-
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
e . 
• 
-
Disl·ke 
--
~To 
: : Chance 
---
. • 
_...__Dislike 0 
-
No 
. . ~Chance • • 
-
The experiment was administered six times in 
Unlversity classrooms. Subjects were advised not to 
glance at other papers or speak during the presentations. 
All other environmental variablest such as lighting and 
timing, ,ere controlled so that each treatment was as 
identical a.s possible to all other treatments. 
Information was ~ transferred from questionnaire 
to computer cards for statistical analysis. The number 
of subjects (n) and the mean (x) for each treatment · are 
p esented in Table 1 • . 
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Table 1 
The Number of Subjects and £1ean 
for each Trea tment 
f Pi lot Study 
Treatment n 
Treatnent A 35 
Treatraent B 39 
Treatment c 36 
-X 
36.23 
30.1 0 
33.39 
The analysis of variance of subject ratings of 
_~kaability of garments, indicated in Table 2, revealed 
signiri~ant differences existed betveen groups. 
Table 2 
Analysis of Variance of Subject Ratings 
of Likeability of Garments 
Source of 
Variation 
Prestige level 
Error 
Total 
for Pilot Study 
ss 
695.90 
11376.32 
12072.22 
df 
2 
107 
109 
MS 
347.95 
106.32 
F 
.05 
The test for significant differences between 
group means on likeability of a garment partially sup-
ported hypothesis one. Fashions associated with pres~ 
0 ···- •• .. .. • • • ................. - ·-·· · ---· . ..... _ .... - • ~ • •• • · · ·-· ..... __ _ , ....... .. __ .. . ~ •• • - -
tigious women received significantly higher likeability 
ratings than those associated with fictitious o n. . 
Hypothesis two was not· supported. · Subjects ex-
~ibited no significant difference in their lilceability 
betw·een those fashions associated with fictitious women 
or those not associated (1=1.07). The tests for sig-
nificance between group means on likeability of a gar-
ment are presented in Table 3. 
--
1. 
2. 
3. 
Table 3 
Test for Significant Differences Between 
. Group ~-1eans on Likeabili ty of a Garment" 
for Pilot Study 
Group 1 2 t x -x 
-
A-B 6.13 2.51 
B-C 3.29 1.50 
A-C 2.84 '1.07 
p 
.01 
.10 
: ~;1.5 
Hypotheses tl1ree and four ·were not supported. 
The a~alysis ·of variance of subject ratings of propen-
sity for buying garments demonstrated no significant 
difference among groups 
The results supporting hypothesis one indicate 
a prestige factor is instrumental in determining college 
VJomen' s like ability of a garment. However, likeabili ty 
-
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a fictitious name. In fact, the reverse effect appear d 
. . . 
true. Rankings of subjects -receiving the fictitious 
associations (treatment B) were lower than the control · 
treatment_ ~~ngs, although the difference was not 
significant. 
A major _weakness of the pilot experiment may _ 
have contributed to the rejection of hypotheses three 
and four. The garments, selected to conform to the 
prestigious women 1 s public images 1 include_d many styles 
designed for mature ·women, much older than the average 
university coed. This factor may have resulted in high 
likeability and low propensity for buying ratings for 
many of· the garments. 
Other possible contaminating effects were re-
vealed upon further evaluation of the pilot experiment. 
I 
The pretest, designed t9 determine the prestige level 
of numerous women, did not include a fashion leadership 
factor. Consequently several women, notorious for their 
poor clothing taste, were among the pr.estigious women 
.$elected for .use in the study., If the·se prestigious 
na~es exerted a negative influence on subjects' ratings 
of the associated garments, a boomerang effect may have 
occurred. That is, an unfashionable :prestigious woman 
may have had an adverse effect on subje9ts' likeability 
and propensity for buying ratings of the associated fash-
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ion If this \Arere the ce...se tl e fictitious asso.ciation 
• • • ... • • • • •• ... • ~ • • .. • - •• • • .. - ... - • •• .• • • • • • • • .. - .... ... - •• .. .. • - .t ... • ' • ... .. • •• • • .. - • • • 
'N.ith tbe garment may have hau.- a more .POsi -c;ive i:nflu.ence 
011 subjects' ratings of the ga· .n ent thari the p-1 est:igious 
treatment. 
Other \Veak.nesses affected the cr·sdulity of the 
-
study. The erroneous attribution of garments to the 
prestigiour.: indi viduaJ s v1as '"-iscerned by a few of t,"'e 
Treatment A subjects. Several expressed disbelief that 
the associated garments were ctually worn by the presti 
gious v1omenCl Verbal exclamati ns, such as ·'She never 
wore that!" and "Jackie never v1ears dresses13 occurred 
during several presentations · Although blstructions 
were given entreating subjects to refrain from gazing 
at other questionnaires and talkin.g during the experi-
ment~ the . .l evidently ere not explicit Other subjects 
compared their questionnaires to neighboring students' 
papers and verbally questioned the discrepancy 
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Chapter 3 · 
FIELD EXPERil1El'IT 
.. :he fina.l in7estigation attempted to overcome 
tne weakness9s of the pilot experiment Although simi-
lar ~ experimental ~esign to the pilot, a major varia-
tio:t vas the selection of subjects. Only middle-~lass 
· ·1c~e ranging in age from 35 to 55 years v1ere asked to 
~~t~ci~ate. They were members of Orlando, Florida 
1omen's groups, and included three sorority alumnae 
or aiza \..ions, t\ro church women's societies, and a com-
.,.. , . ·= .:... 
- u __ __._ ~ ,J ser rice club • 
Respondents to the pretest were memb~rs of an 
additional women's group and part of the largar popu-
lation of middle~aged, 'middle-class female subjects.· 
Thes re~~ied to a questionnaire. designed ·to determine. 
tne ~restige and fashion leadership of 24 well-kno\m 
middle-aged V/Omen and 24 fictitiOUS WOmen 1 S names 
Prestige is defined by A Comprehensive. Diction-
ary of Psychologic.al and Psych.oanalytical Terms as 
"the attribute of being highly regarded by associates 
so t:hat one's actions strongly influence others"u Many 
factors contribute to prestige, including position, role, 
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and IJ~rsonal. quc0-i ties and traits. The definition also 
states that prestige may ,affect the process by which an 
opinion becomes acceptable, or an incentive more power-
ful For the purpose of this study, prestigious Jomen 
\vere defl:D:~ci. as those \Vomen highly regarded by others 
whose position, role, and personal qualities include 
eminent fame and success, as well as fashion leadership. 
Fourteen respondents rated the fame ( famous -
unknown), success (successful -unsuccessful), and fa-
shion leadership (fashion leader - fashion conformer) 
of 48 well-known and fictitious women's names on three 
semantic di f ferential scales (Appendix D). The mean of 
the fame and success ratings plus the mean of the fashion 
leadership rating operationally defined each woman's 
prestige . The fifteen women receiving the highest scores 
and the fifteen receiving the lowest were used in the 
experiment. The women's names are presented in raruc . 
order in Appendix E. 
Recent publicity was gathered on each of the 
fifteen prestigious women to determine the type of cloth-
ing, including style, color, and fabric, ordinarily 
worn by the women in public This measure was necessary 
to reduce any incredulity possibly resulting from the 
erroneous association of the garments with the presti-
gious women's names. 
On the ba.sis of this in'formation, cooperation 
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ras ~-: equested from t he management of. Gibbs--Louis, a 
prominent Orlando clotlung store carrying designer 
fav~~ons. A garment consistent 'ith each prest1gious 
Noman 1 s public image was selected and photographed in 
a d.ra:9ea. position. All environmental variables were 
neld constanto The - ~anner of photography was ident~-
cal to tnat outlinea in the procedure for the pilot . 
study. The photo slides used for this investigation 
are on file in the Cominunication Department,. Florida 
~echnological University, for reference by any inter-
est .... d party 
The assignment of subjects to treatment con-
ditions ~as also similar to the pilot method. A total 
0f 8~ sabjects were randomly assigned to high pres~ige 
. . 
:· g.~oup A), low prestige (B),' and . control (C) treatrpent 
conditions and shown slides of garments respectively 
attributed to prestigious, fictitious, and no v1omen' s 
I 
nar.1.es. 
The questionnaires (Appendix F) were composed 
. ' of tvro se!Ilantic differential scales for each of the 
fifteen slides. In order to facilitate the association 
of the selected garments vJith the prestigious v1omen, 
the follo}dng statement appeared at the top of each 
question..n.aire: nThe garments you are about to view 
are copies of designer originals,u The instructions 
followed: Please rate each garment after viewing -it on 
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the slideo Check (X) that space on the scale which 
·· · most ciosely ·indicates your likeability of the ·· garment· . .. · 
On the second scale, ra'te your chance of purchasing this 
garment for yourself, assuming the price was within a 
reasonable range. u · The t\vO scales corresponding to slide 
one for each-of the questionnaires follows: 
Treatment A 
1. Rate this garment designed for Julie Christie. 
Like • . • . . • Dislike • • . • . . 
-
Practically PractJ.cally 
Certain • • . . . • })To Chance • • • . • • 
- - - -
Treatment B 
1. R~te this garment designed for Lilian Chase • ......,;;;;, ............. __ _
Like 
Practically 
. 
• 
-
Certain . : 
-
Treatment c 
-
Slide 1 • Rate 
Lilte • • 
-
Practically 
Certain . • 
-
. 
• 
. 
. 
-
. 
. 
. 
• 
• .
this garment. 
. • . 
• . • 
-
• 
. . 
• • . 
. 
• 
-
• 
• 
. 
. 
. 
• 
-
. 
• DislL~e 
-
Practically 
: No Chance 
-
. Dislike • 
Practically 
. No Chance . 
-
Further precautions were taken to reduce in-
credulity. A blank sheet covered each questionnaire 
~d subjects were asked to not turn this page until 
further instructed. They were also told different fa-
shion questions were being asked and therefore to re-
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f~ain. from talking 8.!!.ci gazing at other papers 
T:1o f inal questions a s!ted subjects to indica.t .... 
tnei r a g e group and s ocial class. Thr ee catego~ies 
#ere included for each question: under 35, 35-55, 
an orer 55; and lo~er class, middle class, and upper 
._ .. -
class . ues t ionnaires of women not falling into the 
midd~e a 0 e and class categories were discarded. This 
~easure F~ \~ded further control and eliminated women 
fro..., rating garments inappropriate to their own age 
During all six administrati.ons, each slide was 
s·~...: ·~m fo.r thirty seconds during which time subje.cts 
rated tne garments. A slide screen was used for all 
""D~es e:::i~ations and all other environmental variables 
·.1e_ e controlled. 
After completion of the investigation, subjects 
received an explanation of the nature of the exFeriment. 
I 
Results 
Sixty-nine of the 84 women queried qualified 
by a6e ~~d social class as subjects for the experiment. 
rventy-three received each treatmento 
As predicted in hypothesis one, fashions asso-
ciated with prestigious women received significantly 
lLigher likeability ratings than those not associated 
with ~omen or associated with fictitious womenp The 
analysis of variance findings presented in Table 4 
r 
33 . 
demonstrate th~ relationship is statistically .signifi-
, I ( • ' 
cant at the .05 level. 
Table 4 
Analysis of Variance of Subject Ratings 
-· of Likeability of Garments 
.for Field Experiment 
Source of 
Variation ss df I MS F 
Prestige le.vel 1176.72 2 588.36 3.63 
Error 11701.83 66 162.1.5 
Total 11878.55 68 
p 
.• 05 
Individual 1 tests performed between group means 
on l~eability of a garment produced 1 ratios significant 
at the .01 level for th~prestigious and fictitious con- ' 
ditions (1=a.598), and at the .05 level for the presti-
gious and control conditions (t=2.352). Subjects did 
-
not significantly differ in their likeability of fashions 
associated with fictitious women and f~shions not asso-
ciated with women (!=0.243). As in the pilot .study, · 
, .. 
hypothesis two was no·t supported. The difference between 
'· the two conditions, however, w~ in the predicted direc~ 
tion. 
· An analysis of variance of subject ra~ings or · 
propensity for buying garments supported hypothesis three. 
j 
As· demonstrated in Table 5, subjects exhibited signi-
. I 
ficantly greater propensity for buying a fashion when 
the fashion was associa~ed with a prestigious woman 
' I • 
than when the fashion was~ : either not assoc;Lated or. 
associated w;th a fictitious woman. 
L 
\ i ••• 
Table 5 
Analysis of Variance of Subject Ratings 
of Propensity for Buying Garments 
for Field Experiment 
Source of 
Variation ss df MS F 
Prestige ~evel 1426.90 2 713.45 5.11 
Error 9214.26 66 139.45 
.. , 
Total 10641 .16 68 
, P 
.01 
Significant i ratios were found between prestigious and 
fictitious conditions (1=3.187, p(.01) arid the prestigious 
and control conditions (1=1.878, p(.05). · However, con-
trary to the fourth hypothesis, subjects propensity for 
buying a fashion was not significantly greater when the 
fashion was associated with a fictitious woman than when 
· the fashion was not associated with a woman (.:£=1.263, ·,·} 
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Chapter 4 
_D~S~USSION,· SUMMARY1 AND CONCLUSIONS 
Discussion 
The present investigation suggests that the 
association of a prestigio~s individual with a fashion 
· does increase likeability and propensity for buying 
the fashion. Subjects receiving the ~restigious treat- . 
ment rated the fashions significantly higher than sub-
jects in both the fictitious and control treatment 
groups. What this indicates for advertising strategy 
is t~e recognition of the advantage of employing a fa-
mous and successful individual for fashion endorsement. -
It also concurs with the findings of Starch and others 
I 
regarding celebrity testimonials and with source credi-
bility ~esearch by Sherif, Duncker, Haiman, etc. 
The mere association ·or a name with a garment, 
however, proved to be less beneficial. No statistical 
significance was found between the fictitious and con-
trol conditions, although the results were in the pre-
dicted direction for both dependent variables • . This 
f~ ding should not be discredited, for th~ net effect 
of most advertising compaigns is very small. A sell-
ing edge of .a few percent for a product in· a national 
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market, for example, may represen~ a sizable gain. 
To clothing theorists, the study lends credence 
to the do~ward flow theory of fashion diffusion and 
supports a conjecture expounded by several authors that 
a vicariou_s _ .. satisfaction is achieved by imitation of the 
social elite. However, the ~carcity of data in the· area 
impedes the establishment of any far-reaching conclusions. 
An open field remains for future research. 
L 
Implications for Future Research 
Additional empirical studies would supplement the 
knowledge gained from the present investigation. · A par~ l 
allel study could determine male attitudes toward fashions j 
associated with prestigio~s and fictitious men. Men could 
also be ~mployed as subjects for a comparison study of 
male and female ratings of women's fashions, and the ·de-
gree to which sexual differences influence attitudes toward 
clothing determined. Other comparison studies could re- -,. 
late the effects of age, social class, and race on clothing j 
habits. Research of this ty~e, to determine the character• 
.. 
istics of in4ividuals most susceptiole to prestige sugges-
tion, would be highly advantagious to ~arketing 'and adver-
tising personnel. 
The potential benefit of employing a celebrity to J 
endorse a specific product should be studied • . The p~ucity 
of res~arch in this area is appal~g at a time when 
m~l~ons of dollars are $pent annually for this purpose. 
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Celebrities, however, are not the only persons reaping 
. . 
benefits · from product endorsements. Currently in ad-
vertising, several previously unknoWn .individuals have J 
asc~ndedlto fame only by their testimonials for various 
.Pro~ucts. ---Examples include Rodney Allen 'Rippy's testi-
monial song for Jack-in-the-Box and the endorsement of . 
canned meat by Mason Reese. Althoug_h their· success is J 
not explained by research, an i _nvestigation in this 
area would .certainly be valuable to advertising strate-
gists. 
Relevant to clothing research and the present ~ 
inve~tigatio~ would be a 'study o:r' the recurrent . associ•J 
ation Qf a fictitious name with a specific fashion. 
Conceivably, in light of the success of these current 
I j 
non-celebrity campaigns, ·attitudes toward the fashion 
(_ 
may become more positive as subjects familiarize them-
selves with the previously fic.titious name. 
Resear.ch is also needed in the areas of fashion l 
diffusion and clothing psychology. A continual study , _ j. f 
of ~ the characteristics of the fashion transmitter is 
required since her influence may flu~tuate. and change 
along with fashion trends. Past attempts to develop set 
characteristids of the fashion advice giver may be the 
I 
I 
cause of ·discrepancies in fashion diffusion research. 
Lite~atu~e concerning the extent to which cloth-
ing varies in its communicativ~ness with variance in 
fash~onableness is also contradictory. Although cloth-
ing has been recognized as a symbol for conveying in 
formation ,about the personality of the wearer, the~-J 
fluence . of dress on . the ~ type of impression formed is 
little under~tood. This fascinating area Offers a chal-
I 
lenge for research to investigators ·in the clothing 
! . . 
field. 
In short, thoughtfu~ investigation is needed in 
all areas of clothing merchandi~ing, clothing advertis-
ing, :· and clothing psychology before scientifically based 
generalizations in the area are justified. The present 
investigation should help to point the direction for 
some future research in this relatively untouched field 
of inquiry. 
Summary 
The present field ex~eriment em~hasized the 
marketing, advertising, and psychological factors in-
volved in determining attitudes toward and expenditure 
for clothing. Specifically, it was designed to deter-
mine if the possibility of a causal relationship between 
prestigious individuals and attitudes toward associated 
fashions is tenable. The four research hypotheses 
tested wer~: 
1. Fashions associated with prestigious women 
~ 
will receive significantly higher likeability ratings 
than those which are either not associated with women 
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or are associated with fictitious women. 
2. Fashions associated with fictitious women 
"""s I t • 
will receive significantly higher l~eability ratings 
than those which are not assoc.iated With women. 
3~ -·· Women will exhib:L t significantly greater · 
I I 
propensity for buying a fashipn . when the fashion is 
associated with a prestigious woman than when the fa-
shion is either not associated with a woman or when it 
is associated with a fictitious woman. 
4• Women will exhibit significantly greater 
pr~pensity for buying a fashion when the fashion is 
associated with a fictitious woman than when the fa-
, 
shion is not associated with a woman. 
The independent variable, the prestige level 
of individual women·, in this s~udy was defined as the 
amount of fame, success, and fashion consciousness ac-
corded to the women. Three different conditions were 
manipulated by the investigator: High prestige (pres ... 
tigious); low prestige (fictitious) and nO\prestige 
-. (control). In the high prestige condition, subjects 
rated slides of garments attributed to fifte~n presti-
gious women. The low prestige condition subjects rated 
the identical garments, attribu.ted to fifteen fictitious 
names. The control group simply rated the garments 
... 
without association. In this manner, all aspects of the 
slide presentations were as similar a~ possible except 
for the association of an individual with the garment 
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shown. 
The dependent variables in this study were like-
ability and propensity for buying the garments. Sub-
jects recorded their opinions of each of .the fifteen 
. ' 
fashions · on two semantic differential scales. One 
. measured the subjects• likeability (like- dislike) 
' .. 
of the garment; the other her .chance of purchasing it, 
as.suming the price was within a reasonable range (prac-
tically certain - practically no chance). 
-
Precautions were taken to reduce ~ incredu-
-lity possibly re~ulting if subjects realized all ques-
tionnaires were not identical. A pilot study, resolved 
.. 
other . con~aminating variables b~fore executio~ of the 
final field investigation. 
Subjects for this experiment \vere drawn from 
women's social, service, and church organizations in 
Orlando, Florida. Sixty-nine middle-class, middle-
aged subjects were randomly assigned to the three treat-
ment conditions. Their ratings of each garment provided ·:. 
the data for analysis. 
Two analyses of variance were made. The first 
I 
determined whether subjects differed among groups in 
their likeability of ·garments. The differences were 
o I 
significant at t~e .05 level • . T~e analysis of variance 
of subject ratings on pro·pensity for buying a garment 
also demonstrated ·statistical signific~ce (p(.01). : 
•": 
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Subsequent i tests revealed the ~ignificance occurred 
between the prestigious and fictitious groups for both 
dependent variables. No statistical si~ficance was 
' '_. I ! 
found between the fic.titious and control treatments for 
either, variab_le, although the difference occurred in ' the 
predicted direction. 
On the basis -of the statistical analyses and the 
discussion of results, the following tentative conclusions 
seem warranted: 
1. The association of a prestigious individual 
with a fashion does ~crease subjects' likeability and 
propensity for buying the fashion. 
2. Product endorsement by famous and· successful 
individuals is a valuable _marketing and advertising tech-
nique. 
3. Fashion transmitters, usually members of a.n· 
I I 
upper socio-economic class, initiate the downward flow of 
fashion diffusion. 
4. The association of a fictitious name with a 
fashion contributed little to_ i~crease subjects' likea-
bility and propensity for buying the · fashion, althoug~ in 
the latter case the trend approached an acceptable level 
I 
, of significance. 
·5. Product testimonials by previously unknown 
individuals may be a valuable advertising te'chnique in a 
national campaign. The value of this str~tegy 'would pro-
bably increase as the audience became more familiar with 
I 
~h~ product e~do~ser 
6. Adoitional research is needed i n all areas of 
.lothin~ m~rchandising and clothing psychology before any 
of t~ese ~e~tative conclusions can be advanced with cer-
tainty .. 
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. .Appendix .A 
~~~IPLE PRETEST, PILOT STUDY 
I' • 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
• I •• 
On each question of this questionnaire you will find 
a different . person to be rated, and beneath it a set 
of scales. Please place your mark (X) on that space 
which most closely indicates your judgment of each 
person. ~ake each person a separate and indeEendent 
iudgment. Work at a rairly higli speed throug this 
est. Do not worry over individual items. ·. It is your 
first impressions, the immedi.ate "feelings" about the 
person. , ·· 
. . . 
- - - - - - - - - - ... - - - - ... - - ·~ · ...... -··~ 
Barbara Walters 
··I Famous : 
-
.. 
-
• 
• 
• • • 
• • • 
---
. : Unknown 
--
• • 
• • . .. . Important_: 
--
_: ~: _: ~U~portant 
Pat Nixon 
Famous : • • • • • • : · Unknown _...... 
- - -
• 
• 
- --I 
. . 
Importan; ___ : · ___ : 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
. . . 
---~ _._U~portant 
... ·· ·Edith Hough 
' Famous : : 
-- -
• 
• 
---
• 
• 
-
• • • 
• • • 
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
• Unknown ......... 
Important_: 
- ·-- -
: · Unimportant 
-- - ... 
Ann Willman 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
• 
• : Unknown Famous : 
- - --- - - ·-
Important_: 
-
Julie Reese 
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
---
• 
----· 
Unimportant 
- ·· 
Famous : : : : : : .. Unknown 
----------
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
: : Unimportant 
-~-
. •' 
Patricia Russell 
Famous : 
-
• 
• .....,_. 
• 
- . 
-
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-
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
-
• 
• 
•'· 
-
• 
• Unknown 
-
Important.__: 
-- ----
Lena Mead 
·. Famous .. : • 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • Unknown 
-
• 
• .....,.._ 
- - - -- -
Important ' : · : 
--· 
• 
• ...-
-
• 
• 
'" - ... 
,-~- ~:. _U~portant .. 
Carol Burnett 
Famous : • • 
-
• • 
- ·-
: : : . . Unknown 
----
f> 0 ~ .. 
Im:portan t · : 
-
• • • 
• • • 
- -- --
_: . __...: _Unimportant . 
Laura Kent 
Famous : • • • • • U-'--own· . . . . . ~~ 
- - --- - - --- - · 
Important_....._:. _: .. ....-: : 
- -
• 
• _: _Unimportant 
Barbara Streisand 
Famous . : 
- -
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
--
' . . 
• • 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
~I 
: Unknown 
--
• • 
• • Impqrtant......,.: 
-- - --
Unimportant 
- · 
Bonnie Walker 
Famous : 
- -
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
-
• • • 
• • • 
• 
• 
• 
• Unknown 
- -
• • 
• • Important_;_: 
- -- ·- --
_Unimportant 
Faye Dunaway 
Famous : : 
. - ·- -
• 
• 
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
r 
.. "· 
Unknown 
---
• 
• ·Important : 
- - - -
. . 
• 
-
---·· 
_.._U~portant 
Hatti Cofer 
Famous : 
-
. . 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
- · 
• 
• 
- -
• 
• 
-....-
. . . . 
Unknown 
-
Impoz:-tant __ : _: • • • 
-----
. : Unimportant 
- -- · 
L. 
Joan Baez 
Famous : • •• • • 
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• 
• 
• . . • • 
- -- - -
Unknown 
-----
Important_: 
., 
Virginia Young 
• . . 
-
. . 
• 
- -
• 
• 
-
• 
• • 
--·· 
.. 
__ Unimportant 
Famous : . : : : 
. _.... ·- . .....__ .· ...--
. . . 
• • 
--.....· · -
·. Unknown 
Important · : 
-
Ardelia Manns 
Famous : • • 
-
• • 
• • 
-
• 
• 
-
• • 
--- . •'i 
. .·. 
___ : ( ___ Unimportant 
- - -
: : : UnknoWn. 
- ·- - ·-- ,. 
Important : 
-
Florence Moyer 
Famous : 
• 
• ......... 
: 
• 
• 
...--
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
. : · : ·· Un.impo· rtant 
-----
• 
• 
• 
• . Unkno\vn· .....,._ 
- - - - - --
'Important_: 
Ali ·McGraw 
·Famous : 
-
I Important~: 
Pr~ncess Margaret 
"' 
Famous : 
• • 
• • 
.._..... -
----
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
__ : ·;__Unimportant 
• 
• Unknown 
- ·- - - -
~ ' ' f 
• • • 
• • • 
-----
· : : .. -· . Unimportant · 
~- 1(' .....-. 
. '· 
• 
• 
• • • : . Unknown • • • 
- · - - -· - ·- · 
-~ · · ! 
Important_: 
' 
Carol King 
. . ... 
• • • • 
- - -
• • 
,I I 
: · : .Unimportant 
--· .. - · . . 
• 
• 
( ~ . 
; . . Famous : 
- · -
. . 
• 
- - -
Important_: 
• J 
, A 
Goldie }lawn . 
. . 
• ~
• 
• 
- · 
• • • 
• • • • 
: : . Unimportant 
- -- ··----
• . . • • Unknown Famous : 
...-...· 
-
- -· .-
- · - -
.... I 
Important_: • • • • 
---- ---
• 
• 
• • • • 
- · - · 
Unimportant 
-
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Janet White 
Famous : 
- -
• • 
I ' 
-
• • 
-
• 
• 
• 
----· 
• • . ,
• 
• ......... 
• 
• 
UD.knoWn. 
-
• 
• Important : : 
- ·- ---- -- --
_Unimportant 
Barbara Briscoe 
Famous- ~ --: 
- -
• 
• 
-
• 
• : : Unknown . 
____ ..,...... 
. . . 
. . . Important : : · · : 
---
- .,...._ 
: Unimportant 
-- . 
Shirley Temple -Black 
Famous._: ~= : : : : .:· Un.tmovm. 
-------
Important : 
- -
• 
• 
• 
• ......... 
• ..
·- --
• 
• 
--
~I • 
• 
• _Unimporta.nt 
Eliz~beth Taylor 
Famous : : : : : . : · Unknown· t 
--------
. . 
Im1"\·ortan t : ·: 
r ---
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
• • . . .. 
--
Unimportant 
-
Cher Bono 
Famous : : . :- : . : . : Unknown 
--------
'Important_: : 
- -
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• : _u~mportant 
...-- .. ~. 
· Julie Andrews . 
. . 
I 
.: • 
Famous : • • • • • .. • • 
- -
• 
--· - - --
I · Important : 
-
• • . .. 
-.-- -
• 
---· -
• 
• 
• 
• ~ . 
· · Unimportant 
-
Lillian Chase 
Famous : . : : . : : : Unknown 
- - - --- ·- --. -
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• .Important_: 
- - -
: : · Unimportant 
--.· -
Lucille Ball 
Famous : 
-
1 ,1 • •. • • 
.. . . . 
~--
I 
• • 
-
• 
• : Unk.novm. 
--
: : Important_: "" .. 
-- ---
-- .---
• 
• ......... 
Unimportant 
----
Diana Ross 
Famous : " . . . • • • • 
- ----
: Unknown 
---
Importar£ t : 
-
Euni.ca Caperton 
Famous · -- : 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
. "' 
- . 
........_ ._ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
_Unimportant 
- -- - -
. 
• 
- -
Unknown 
--
Important · : 
.....-
Dinah Shore 
-
• 
• 
• • • 
• • • 
.......... __ 
-
• 
• _Unimportant 
Jramoua : : • • · .. • 
-
9 
• 
-
• 
• Unknown 
-- - - -
Important : 
- · 
Jackie Onassis 
-
• 
• _: _: --~ _: _U~portant 
Famous : : : : : : Unknown 
---- - ·--
Important - : : 
- · -
• • .. . 
- .-
: : Unimportant 
---
Mildred Carlson 
Famous : • • : • • • • 
... 
. · 
: . Unknown 
---- - - - --
-- . 
Important~: 
Grace Kelly 
Famous : 
-
• 
• 
Cl 
• 
-
. . 
• • 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
-
I 
• 
• __.Unimportant 
: Unknown 
- --
.. 
• 
- - · 
- ..--
Important_: 
Ann .Landers 
Famous : 
. 
• 
--· 
• 
• 
.. 
Ill 
• 
-
: : ;·. Unimportant 
-....----
. . " 
• • • 
• 
• Unknown 
- - --- - ---
Important_: • • • • ~-
• • 
• • 
--
Sophia Loren 
• • • • 
:· Uldmportan t 
--
• 
• Unknown Famous : 
-
• • • • 
...,_ ___ _
-- --
:tmportant_: 
-
• 
• 
... 
• 
- -
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• Unimportant 
--
Cynthia Johnson 
Famous : 
----
• • 
• • 
--
• 
• 
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• • 
• • 
--
• 
• 
• 
• 
( I 
• 
• .,...._ 
• 
• 
· Unknown 
-
• ,. . ~ Important~: 
I ' 
- - - - -
Unimportant 
.,..._ . 
Jane Fonda 
Famous· -.. -: : : : : : Unknown 
--------- . 
. ' ... 
· Important~: _: _: _: _: _: _UD.important 
Beverly ;Ford 
· · Famous : 
-- -
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
--::;· 
-
• 
• Unknown 
-
. Important~: ~.=. 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• _Unimportant 
Louise Shepherd 
Famous : 
I -'• . 
-
. Importan.·t_: 
! 
.... 
Evelyn Faust 
Famous · : 
- -·,, 
• .. 
: 
-
--
: 
• 
... 
• • .. . 
- ·--
---
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
.• 
• ........ 
~ ·Unknown 
-
Unknown 
-
Important :· · . : : 
--- -
• 
• 
l~argaret Mead 
Famous : 
. - ~ 
• 
• 
• • 
. "" _ ......... 
• • 
• • 
-
• 
• 
• .
-
• 
• 
• 
• .~~. .. Unknown ~ . 
• 
• Importa.n t · : 
- -- - - -
Unimportant 
- . 
Nina Hattin 
Famous : · : 
~-
-
• • 
• 
• 
---
• • 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• Unknown 
-
• • • • .Important~: 
- -·· ---· -· -· 
~Uiiimpo:rtant 
Emma Ashton 
.Famous : 
-
• 
----· ---
• 
• 
• • Important : 
-
----· ......... 
----
• fl • • 
- · 
Unknown 
--
• 
• __.... 
: : Unimportant 
-----
Ari:gella Cundell 
• • 
• • Famous_: 
--
Important_: • • 
-
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• 
• 
• • . .. : Unknown 
- -
• • 
• 0 
--
Unimportant 
- c.• 
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Appendix B 
SUBJECTS' RANKINGS OF PRESTIGIOUS 
AND FICTITIOUS 1\fAMEs·, 
PILOT STUDY 
J, 
I' 
Subjects' Ratings 
ot Prestigiou§ Women's : 
· Names (Highest ~ Lowest.) 
1. Pat Nixon 
2. ~rincess Margaret · · 
3. Shirley Temple Black · 
4. Barbara .Streise.nd 
5. Jane Fonda 
6. Julie Andrews 
7. ·Ann Landers 
8. Elizabeth Taylor 
9. Grace Kelly 
10. Diana Ross 
------------
1.1. Jackie Onassis 
12. pophia ~oren 
· 13. Lucille Ball 
14. Margaret Me.ad. 
15. Carol Burnett 
16. Joan Baez 
17. Cher Bono 
18. Ali McGraw 
19. Dinah Shore 
20. Carol King 
21. Goldie Hawn 
22. Faye Dunaway 
23. Barbara Walters 
I 
. . 
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Subjects• Ratings 
of Fictitious Women's 
N~es ·(I.JO\'lest - Highest) 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4· . 5 • . 
6. 
. 7. 
8. 
9 • . 
10. 
Ann Willman 
Julie Reese 
E'lorence _Moyer 
Bonnie V/alker 
IJau.ra Kent 
~Jina Hattin 
Emma Ashton 
Hatti Cofer 
Janet White · 
Mildred Carlson 
- - -·------ -
11 • Lena Mead 
~ 12. Edi t .h Hough 
13. Louise Shepherd 
1l~. Beverly E'ord 
15. Angella ·cundell 
16. Barbara Briscoe 
17. Evelyn. Faust 
18. Virginia Young 
19. Eunice Caperton 
20. Ardelia Marins 
21~ Cynthia Johnson 
22. Patricia Russel 
23. Lil:lan Chase 
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Appendix C 
SA11PLE QUESTIONNAIRES, 
PILOT STUDY 
54 
Please rate each garment as you view it on the.slide. 
Place your 1nark (X) in that space on the scale which 
most- close*y indicat~a your jud~~ent of t~at g~ment. 
On the second scale, rate your chance of purchasing this ·· 
garment (assuming you have the money). ·· I •• ~ 
' . 
1. This garment· worn by Pat Nixon. 
:Like : ; .. 
• 
-
6 
• 
---
• • 
• • . .Dislike 
--
Practically 
Certain 
-
• 
• 
---- -
• • 
• • 
-
• 
• 
-- - ----
• 
• 
No 
Chance 
- .· 
2. This garment worn _py ~hirle~ TemEle Bla~k. 
Like : : : : : : Dislike ' 
---------
Practically 
Certain 
----
• 
• 
No 
: : : : : . Chance 
--..--~~-- . 
3. This garment worn by Barbara Streisand. · 
Like : : : : : : · Dislike·· 
-------
No 
: . : : . : · · : ~ : · Chance 
-------
Practically 
Certain 
4. This garment worn by Jane Fonda. 
Like . : • • • • • • • • • • DisUke 
- - - --- - -
Practically 
Certain 
-
• 
• 
I • 
• 
- -
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
· · No 
: : Chance 
- ·-- ' 
5. This garment worn by Julie Andrews. . 
·J uu~e : : : : : : Dislike 
-------
Practically . 
Certain .,. • 
-
No 
: : : : ; chance 
----- - ·-
-. 
6. This garment worn by Elizabeth TaYlor. 
Like : : · : : · : : Dislike 
-----·---- . 
Practicaiiy ·· · · ... --· ·· · · 
Certain · . : . : 
- ·- ·-
. . . 
• • 
--
No · . 
: Chance 
- ·--· 
~· .. . 
?. · This garment worn by Princess Margaret. 
~ - - . 
. ' 
tik.a : : : · : : : Dislike 
--- .------
No PracticB.lly 
Certain - : • • • • : : . : Chance 
- - - ---~ 
. . 
8 •. This garme~t worn ~y Grace Kelly. 
• 
• : : : · : · Dislike Like : 
- - --- ·- - ·- ·-
Practic&lly .~ 
Certa:tn 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
- · ---
• 
• 
No 
: . .: : Chance 
- - - ·--
9.· This garment worn· by Ann Landers. · 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• : · Dislike Like .: 
- -
• 
• 
- - - --
Practically · 
Certain 
-
• 
• 
• • 
• • • 
--
·- . No 
... . Chance 
_:..• . -
• • 
• • 
--· 
.1 o. This garment worn by Diana Ross • · 
1 
• • • • • 
• • • . Dislike Like : 
-
• • 
-- --·- --
Practically 
Certa;i.n _.....: 
-
• 
• 
• • 
• • ~ ·-
No 
:· :· Chance 
---· 
, I 
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Instructions 
Please rate each garment as you view it .on · the slide. 
Place your mark (X) in that space on the sc.ale which 
moat closely indicates your judgment of that garment. 
On the second scale, rate your chance of purchasing this· 
garm~n t ( as~u.ming you have the money). . .. 
1. T~s garment worn oy Florence Moyer. 
' Like : • • • • • • 
- ---
'Practically 
Certain • • • • 
-
• 
• 
-
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
I . 
. Dislike ~ 
-
.. 
• 
. No 
: Chance 
- - -- -
........ -.... .. 
2. ·· This garment worn · by· Bonnie Walker. 
Like : • • • • • • • • 
- ----
·Practically.· 
• 
. . • • 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
. . 
:Dislike 
- . · 
No 
: .·. : Chance Certain 
-
• • 
...---
- - ---:- -
3·· This garment worn by Emma Ashton • . · · 
'I 
I I 
Like : • • • • • • • • • • Disli-ke ' · ·. · 
- - · --- -
- . 
No. Practically-
Certain • • • • • .: . ·: . : . : · ·. Chance - · _..... ._._ - · 
- ·-
0 0 
0 • 
4. This garment worn by Ann Willman • 
. 
Like : 
- -
Practically 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
- · 
: 
- -
• 
• 
-
• • • • 
• 0 • • • 
• 
• . Dislike 
-
\ .. . 
• • 
No . 
Chance Certain 
- --· - -·- -
;;. Thi·s garment worn by Mildred CB.rlson~ .· 
I 
Like : : : · : : . : Dislike 
--·· ......... ----
Pract~cB.lly = •. No 
Certain : : : : : : Chance 
- - ·--- - .· -
r 
•, 
• t •• 
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6. This garment· worn ·by Julie Reese. 
Like · : • . . • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• ....... 
-
• 
-·· -- ---- -
·· D.tslike : 
-
Practically· - . ;_.~ No . 
Certain . : . :· : 
---
: :· : Chance 
---- ··-- - · 
. ' 
' . 
· .. ·7 •.. This garment worn by Janet White. 
Like : • • . . .
- --
PracticSlly 
• 
• 
. . . 
• • 
--
• 
• 
---
• 
• 
. .  
• • ~Certain 
- ·· 
. ' . 
• 
- - -.-
• ~ . 
-
:No 
__:.chance 
8. This garment worn by Hatti Cofer. 
Like : • • • • • • : · Dislike ·. 
- - -
' . 
• 
- - --
Practically 
Certain . . . . • • • 
- ·--
No 
: : : . Chance 
---....-
.· 9. · This garment worn by Nina Hattin. 
Like : . : ·: , : : : Dislike 
------~ 
.. 
r' Practically . 
certain • • . . . 
- ....._ 
No 
: • : · : .! : Chance 
--- -·-
10.· This garment :worn by Laura Kent. · · 
Like · : : : . : : : . - Dislike · 
-------
Practically 
Certain . • : 
-
• • • . .. . 
---
No · 
: : . Chance 
--· -
.. 
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1 JSTRUCTIO~TS 
....... . --
Please rate ·each garment as yot.t view it on ·"the sLi.de. 
Place your mark (X; in tha space on the ~cale which 
most closely indicates your ~ uagment . of · hat garmento 
On -che second scale$· ra-l,e you.r chance of purchasing tl1..; s 
garment ( assumi n.; ~70 .. have the money) Qr 
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· Appendix D 
SAMPLE PRETEST, .. 
FIELD EXPERlli:Er-TT 
., 
INSTRUCTIONS 
On .each que.stion· of tlP.s questionnaire you will find 
a different person to be rated, and beneath it a set 
of scales. Please place your mark (X) on that space· 
. which most closely in'dicates your judgment of . each . 
l?erson. f1ake each person a separate and indEl~endent 
iud~ment • . Work at a fairly high speed £hroug this 1 . 
es • Do not .worry over individual items. It is your 
first impression, the ~ediate "feelings" al:?out the 
person • 
... - _, - - - - -·- - - - - -·- - -.- ..... . .,. -·-
Julie Christie 
I 
Famous : : : · f : : ·unknoWn. 
- ·- ··--- - ·---
Successful : .. : : : : . : · : Unsuccessful 
----- - ·--
Fashion .. 'Fashion 
Leader : • • : - : : : · . Conformer 
---
~
- - ·- ·--
0 '. 
Grace Kell:z: 
Famous : : . : · ·: · · : : .. : . . UriknoWn. 
- ....... - ·---- . 
. , . 
Successful. : · : : • • : Unsuccessful 
---- -
.. 
• 
-
- · _., 
Fashion · 
Leader · : · : 
- ·-
Barbara Wal te.rs 
• • • • 
• • • • 
- ·..-----
Fashion 
Conf.ormer 
-
Famous ' : · : 
' 
0 • . : : . : . Unknown 
--- ·~
- ----
Successful · : 
-
• • • 
• • • 
-- ·- -
• 
• : Unsuocesstul 
-- · 
Fashion 
Leader ' : . ... . . • • • 
Fashion 
Conformer 
· .... ~ • • --' 1 : ·l 
... 
• • • 
--- -
Mildred, Carlson 
0 ; • 
Famous · : : :· : : 
~ - ·-··~- - . 
: t1nknoW11 ,. 
--
Successful : ·· : : : : : UnsuccessfUl 
-------
Fashion Fashion 
Leader : 
-
: : : : : Conformer 
- · - _...,... - - · - 0 
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Cory· Simpson 
Famous : · .· : 
--
• 
. . 
-
• • 
• • 
--
: · Unknown 
--- ·-
. . 
Succeasfu~: _: ._: . _: : : Unsuceeas:f'u.l ,...._--
Fashion 
Leader 
-
• 
• 
Julia Reese 
. . 
-
• 
. . 
- -
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
.. 
• 
...-
'. 
Fashion 
Conformer 
-
Famous · : : · ·: · J : • : ': Uriknown 
-------
· Successful : 
-
. . 
• 
...--
• • 
• • -~
• • 
• • · ·· Unsuccessful . 
-- -
Fashion · Fashion 
Leader • • ::.. : : : : : Conformer 
- ---------
•' .· , 
Angella Cundell 
Famous • • • ,• • • tr :O.kno Wri • 
. ----
• • • • • 
- - - - - -
Successful • • . . • • • Unsuccessful • • • • • . . 
- - - - - - -
Fashion 
Leader 
-----
• • 
-
• 
• 
-
Elizabeth Taylor · 
.... 
· Famous : · · : 
--
• 
. .
-
• 
• 
. .: . Fashion . 
:. : : Conformer 
----
. . 
. . 
-
·: : · Unknown 
---
Successful : : . : · : : : Unsuccessful 
-·------
Fashion .· Fashion 
Leader • • • • • • • • : . Conformer 
-· ·----· --- - ·-
Natalie Wood 
Famous · : 
- -
Successful : 
Fashion 
Leader 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
-
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
- - -
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
---
• 
• 
- -
. . . 
• • 
• 
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-
-
• 
• 
• 
• Unsuccessful 
-
Fashion 
Conformer 
.......,.. , _ 
- -
- patricia Langan 
Famous : 
-
Successful : 
-
• 
• 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
• 
-
Fashion 
Leader . . . . - . . 
----- .. ............... ~ ............... 
Diana Wallins 
• 
• 
Famous : : . . • • _,... .....,........., 
--
Successful · · • 
• 
Fashion 
Leader . . 
• • 
-
. 
• 
. 
• 
§hirley Temnle Black 
Famous . . • . . 0 
-
Successful . • . • 
- - -
Fashion 
Leader .. . . .. • . 
. 
• 
. 
. 
• 
• 
- -
Evelyn Faust 
-
Famous . . • . . • . • 
-
Successful_ • . • • 
Fashion 
Leader . . . • . • 
Florence Henderson 
Famous . . . . • • • • 
---
• 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
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... 
Buffy Adams 
Famous • · • •• •• •• •• Unknown 
----- - ·- · 
Successful : : • • • • • • • • _Unsuccessful 
-- - - - ·-
·Fashion 
-· Leader : · : . . . • • 
--
.. 
.. . 
. . 
• 
...-
Fashion 
Conformer 
--
g,ueen Elizabeth 
Famous : 
- -
Successful · : 
• 
• 
-
• • • • I ' • 
• • • • 
-- ·- -
• • • • 
• • • • 
- · 
· Unknown 
-
: · · Unsuccessful 
. -
---- - -·-
Fashion 
Leader • • • • 
Fashion · 
-: : · : Conformer • • ...,_.. 
- - - ---
Ann Willman 
Famous_: ..._: 
Successful : 
· -
Fashion 
• • • • 
. • 4t • 
__ ,_ 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• • . .
-
-
-
• 
• 
• • UnknoWn. 
-
: · UnsuccessfUl . 
- ·-
Fashion 
Leader : ! : : • • : · · Conformer 
--·-----·- -
Lori Nelson 
Famous : · : 
--
• • • • • 
• • • • 
----
Unknown 
-
Successful : · : : : : : Unsuccessful 
----...---
Fashion 
Leader 
-.-
• 
•· 
• 
• 
• • . . . • • 
• 
• 
Fashion 
Conformer 
- · - · -- - - ----
Virzini a Young 
Famous · : 
- -
Successful -: 
-
Fashion 
• 
• 
• • . ' . ~-
.. 
• 
-
• • • • • • • 
-.--
-
-
• 
• 
• 
• Unknown · 
-
: Unsuccessful 
--
Fashion 
Leader : 
-
• •. : · · : : Conformer 
--·------
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-- Joan Kennedy 
Famous : 
-
'. . •· . 
• • • • ~--- : Unknown ----
Successful : : . : 
---
.Fashion 
Leader : - · • • • • 
-
• 
• 
• 
• • • • • 
--
• 
• 
• 
• 
Unsuccessful 
-
Fashion · · 
Conformer 
- --
- . 
- -
~ 
Carol Burnett 
Famous .: : : ( : : 
- - - -- -
' ' . 
Successful : : 
-- -
Fa'shion 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
--
• 
• Unknown 
-
: Unsuccessfui· 
---- : 
Leader : • • • • . : . . : 
Fashion 
Conformer 
- - ·- -- - · 
Sarah Miles 
· Famous · : . ·: : . : : : Unknown ..,...._ ________ _ 
Successful : • • • • • • • • : · Unsuccessful 
- -- -- - ·-
Fashion Fashion 
Leader . : : : . : : · : Conformer .' 
- ---------
Cat:.ol Channing 
'Famous : : : : : : Unknown 
-------
. ' 
Successful___; 
fashion 
Leader : 
-
• 
• 
: 
-
• 
• 
-
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
: 
-
• 
• 
: · Unsuccessful· 
-
Fashion 
Conformer 
- - -- - - -
Laura Kent . 
Famous · : : : . : : : · Unknown 
- - -----
Successful : • • • • • • • • 
- ---
Fashion 
. . 
• : 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
• Unsuccessful 
-
Fashion 
Conformer Leader : 
- -
• 
• 
- - - - -
. , 
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\ 
Eunice Caperton . 
Famous : 
-
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
-----
Unknown 
-
Successful ·: : : · -: • • : Unsuccessful 
,--...... -.-
- --
Fashion 
Leader : : • • • • • • • • • 
Fashion 
Conformer 
--
_ \ __ _
-
Hattie Cofer 
Famous : . . ' . . . . .• . : Unknown 
~
- - --
-- . 
Successful . : 
-
·Fashion 
Leader : 
• • . . . 
--
•• • 
• • 
-
• • 
• • 
-
• 
• 
• 
• . : Unsuccessful 
- ·-
• 
• 
Fashion 
· ·conformer 
- -- - - -
- . 
' 
Emma Ashton 
Famous : .. . : ;-! • • • • • • • • Unknown 
,.,.._ -
Successful : 
-
Fasnion 
Leader : 
- - --
-
• • 
-
• 
• 
. . . 
• • 
--
- · 
• 
• Unsuccessful 
- -
Fashion 
: : : · : · : Conformer 
- -----·-
Lilian Chase 
• · • • · • •• Unknown Famous : 
-
. . . .  . 
- - ------
• • • Unsuccessful Successful____.: 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• . . . .
- - ·---
~ 
Fashion 
Leader : 
- -
Nina Hatten 
Famous · • • • • 
- -
• • 
• . 
-
• 
• 
: 
-
• .  
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
--
.• • .  
• 
- -
• • • • 
Fashion 
Conformer 
-
Unknown 
-
• Unsuccessful • Successful 
- - ·- - - - -
Fashion · 
Leader • • 
-
• • • .. . . 
-- ·- -
• • 
-Fashion 
: . Conformer 
--
0 . , 
.. 
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Edith Hough 
Famous 1: : 
--
. . • 0. 
• • • • 
----
UD.known 
-
Successful : : : 
---
• 
0 • 
• • 
• 0 • Unsuccessful 
- --
......,_ . 
Fashion 
Leader 
Fashion ° 
-
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
--
• • . . . • • ~
0 
0 Conformer 
-- -
Lena Mead 
Famous : : . .. . • • • : )' Unknown 
- 0-
---
-- 0 
0 0 
Successful : .. • • • • • 0 • : 0 : Unsuccessful 
- 0 
- - - ---
Fashion Fashion 
Leader • • • • : . : : : Conformer 
- - -----
Jackie Onassis 
Famous : : : • • 
• • • . : Unknown 
---- ~ 
Successful · : : 
--
Fashion 
0 Leader : • • 
-- --
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
--
• 
• 
• 
• 
-
: 
• 
• Unsuccessful 
-
Fashion 
Conformer 
- - - - - - -
Audrey Me£\dows 
Famous : : · : : · : : Unknown 
----·---
Successful__.: • • • • • • • • 
------
: Unsuccesatul 
--
Fashion Fashion 
Leader : 
~
-
• • _: .
0
_: ....... : ....._: ._Conformer 
Anita Br:y:an t 
Famous · : 0 : : : · : : 0 Unknown 
-------
Successful : 
Fashion o, 
Leader 
-
• 
• 
• • 
-··-· -
. ' • • • • 
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
• Unsuccessful 
-
.. 
Fashion 
Conformer 
- -- - - - -
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Famous : 
-
• • • •· • Unknown . ~ ~ - .
---- -
SuccessfUl : : : • • :- Unsuccessful 
--·- -
.. 
• 
- -
Fashion 
Leader • • 
' I 
· Fashion 
• • 
• • 
- --
• 
" 
-
: : Conformer 
---
·' 
. Patricia Russel 
...... A .. U .. , .. TT · t P2 
I i• 
Famous : • . . : : • • Unknown 
- -
Successful . : 
Fashion 
Leader 
-
• 
• 
- -
• • 
" . 
-
• 
• 
-- -
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
-
• • 
• • 
-
• 
• ......... 
Unsuccessful 
-
Fashion 
Conformer 
- - -- - -
Famous : : .: : : : Unknovm 
- ·- ..,_ ..-..------
Successful : 
Fashion 
Leader 
-
~ 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • 
• • • 
- ---
• • . . .. • • 
Unsuccessful 
-
Fashion· 
Conformer 
- - -- - -
Shelley Winters 
....... LJ .. _ ....... ,. 
Famous : : : :. : : Unknown 
--------
Successful : 
-
Fashion 
Leader • 
-
' • 
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • 
- - . 
-
• 
• : • . . 
Unsuccessful 
_...... 
Fashion 
Conformer 
----· 
- - - - - -
Famous : : : : : . : Unknown 
----- --
Successful : 
-
Fashion 
Leader : 
• • • 16 
--
• tb • • 
. . ' . 
• • 
--· 
• • 
• • 
: 
--
Unsuccessful 
-
Fa..sh.ion 
: Conformer 
- - - -- --
. , 
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Julie Donohue 
Fe.mous . : 
-
~ . . . . . 
• • • • • • 
- ·------
Unknown 
-
Successful : . : : : · : : Unsuccessful 
-------
Fashion 
Leader • • • • • • • • • • • 
Fashion 
Conformer 
-- ·-
• 
• 
- -- -
Joanne Woodward · 
Famous : : • • • • •• • . . . . Unknown· 
-- - - -- -
Succe·ssful :. : • • • • : • • . Unsuccessful , 
-- -- - - -
Fashion Fashion · · · 
Leader : . . . . • • • . : : Conformer 
- --- ---
Julie Andrews 
Famous . · : • • • • • • •• • : . UnknoWn. 
- --- ·- --
Successful : 
-
Fashion · 
Leader : 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • 
--
. . . 
• • 
-
.. 
• 1· : . Unsuccessful 
--
Fashion 
: : Conformer 
- - -- --·-
Dr. Joyce Brothers 
'Famous : • • • • • • : • • Unknown 
- - ·- - - - -
Successful 1 
Fashion 
Leader 
-
• .. 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
• • : : Unsuccessful 
-- -
..---
Fashion 
• • •• • . . . . . . Conformer 
- - · - ·---
~
I 
Barbara Buscoe 
• • • • • Unknown Famous : 
-
• • • • • 
--- ·- __,.-
Successful : 
-
Fashion 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
: : Unsuccessful 
---
Fashion 
Leader : 
-
: : : : : Conformer 
---·---
J. 
I 
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. Faye Dunaww 
Famous : : 
-
• • • . . .. 
---... 
: 
-
: . Unknown 
--
Successful : . : : 
--·-
. . 
----· 
. . . 
. . . · Unsucceslful 
---- -
Fashion 
Leader • • • • . % : • • 41 • 
-
Fashion 
Conformer 
-- - - - -
Louise· Shepherd· 
Famous : : • . 
-- -
Successful :. : 
- .-
Fashion I • • 
: : : Unknown 
----
. . . . 
. . . . 
--- -
• • Unsuccessful 
-
Leader : · · · ·: : · · : .~.. : .. 
• 
-
• 
• 
Fashion · · 
Conformer 
----- -
...-- . 
Connie Stevens 
Famous .. · : · : 
--
. . -
.  
. . 
-
. . 
: : : Uriknown 
- ·.--- . 
Successful · : . . • 
-
: : . : : . Unsuccessful . 
- - ·----
.. 
'Fashion Fa-shion 
Leader· : . . . • • : : Conformer 
- -- ---
Marj.lyn Jamison · 
·. 
Famous : • • • • : Uriknown 
-· '--· -· .-· - ---
... 
. . 
-
Successful ~ 
-
Fashion 
-
• 
• 
• 
• : : 
- ·-
• • . . . 
-
• 
• : 
-
Unsuccessful 
~ 
Fashion 
: : Conformer Leader : 
- - -- ---
1 • • 
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Appendix- E 
SUBJECTSf RPJ·lKINGS OF PRESTIGIOUS 
AND ~ICTITIOUS NAMES, 
FIELD EXPERIMEJ:IT 
(. 
, I 
fsu.bjects' Ratings 
of Prestigtous Women's 
~ames (Highest ·- Lowest) 
1 • Jackie ·Onassis . . 
2. ·Julie Andrews 
3. Mary Tyler Moore 
4 • . Grace . Kelly 
·5· Joan Kennedy 6. Elizabeth ·Taylor 
·?. Audrey Hepburn 
8. Carol Burnett 
9 • . Dr • . Joyce Brothers 
10. ·Natalie Wood 
·. 
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· · 11. Shirley Temple Black. · 
12·. Carol Channing 
13. Anita Bryant 
14. Julie Christie 
i 5 •. Joanne Woodward 
- - - ·- - - - - - - - -
16. Shelley Winters . 
17'. Connie Stevens 
18. Faye Dunaway 
19. Queen Elizabeth 
20. Sarah Miles 
21. Marlo Thomas 
22. Audrey Meadows 
23. Barbara Walters 
24. Florence Henderson 
I I 
) .. . . 
· Subjects' Ratings ~f Fictitious Women's 
Names (Lowest ·- Highest) . 
1. · Cory Simpson · 
2.' Mildred Carlson 
3. Julie . Donohue 
4. · ·. Angella Cundell 
5 •. Virginia Young 
6. Laura Kent 
7. I Patricia Russel 
.8. Barbara. Buscoe 
9. Edith Hough 
10. Eunice Coperton 
11. Hattie Cofer 
12. Emma Ashton 
13. Lilian Chase 
14. Nina Hatten 
, 5. Patricia Langen 
-----------
16. Diana Wallins 
17. Evelyn Faust 
18. Marilyn Jamison 
19. Ann Willman 
20. Louise Shepherd 
21. Lena Mead 
.22. Julia. Reese 
23. Buffy Adams 
24. Lori Nelson 
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Append.ix F 
SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRES, 
FIELD EXPER~IT 
The garments you are about to ·v-iew are copies of 
desi~ler . originals. Please rate each garment after 
viefing it on the slide Check (X) that space on the 
S';ale which most closely indicates .. your lilceability 
of the garment. On the second scalet rate your chance 
of purchasing this garment for yourself, assuming the 
price is ~dthin a reasonable range~ 
1. Rate this garment designed for Julie Ch£istie. 
Like 
Practically 
. 
. 
.. 
• 
--
Certain : . • 
--
• . 
-
. 
. 
. 
. 
-
. 
. 
.. 
• 
-
• . 
.. 
• Dislike 
--
. 
• 
Practically 
No Chance 
- · 
2. Rate this garment designed for Carol Burnett. 
Practically 
Certain 
• 
.. 
. 
• 
. 
• 
-
. . 
• • 
--
. 
. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
Dj_slike 
.. -_.._ 
Practically 
: No Cl1ance 
-
.3~ Rate tl1is ga.rment designed for l1ary Tyler ~~1oore. 
T . . . . • • . _DisliJs.e • !J~ .. e • . • . • • 
- -
Practically Pract;cally 
Certai.n. . • • • .. • No Chance • • . • 0 c- _._.. 
4ct· Rate this garment designed for G,race Kelly 
I.~i1~G 
PrB_ctically 
Ce!'·tain 
• 
• 
. 
.. 
. 
• 
. 
. 
. 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
. 
. 
. . 
• • 
-
·Dislike 
-
. 
.. 
Practically 
No Chance 
5~ Rate t.his garment designed for Shirley Tem&e Blacko 
Lik.e 
.Pra -;tically 
Certain 
. 
. 
-
• . 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
. 
. 
. 
.. 
• 
• .
• . 
. 
• 
. 
. 
-
. 
. 
Dislike 
PractJ..cally 
No Chance 
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6. Rate this garment designed for ~izabeth Taylor. 
Like 
Practically 
Certain 
. . . 
• • • 
: : · · :· · · · · Dislike 
-- ---
. . . . . 
• • • v • 
----
- · 
Practically 
No Chance 
-
7. Rate thj:s garment des·gned for Anita Bryant. 
Like 
Practically 
Certain 
. 
• 
. 
. 
. . . 
• • • 
--
. . . . 
• • • • 
---
. 
• 
: _Dislike 
Pract.ically 
: _No Chance 
8. Rate this garment designed for Natalie Woode 
Like • . . • . . 
_Dislike . . . • • . 
Practically Practically 
Certain • • . • . . No Chance • • . • . • 
- - - - -
9. Rate this garment designed for Jackie Onasois. 
Practically 
Certain 
. . . 
• • • 
--
. . 
• • 
-
. 
• 
• . 
• . 
. 
• 
. 
. 
· : Dislike 
-
Practically 
: _No Chance 
10. Rate this garment designed for f_~ol Channin~. 
Lilte • • . . . . Dislike • . • • • • 
- -
Practically Practically 
Certain · • • • . . . No Chance • . . . • • 
- - - -
11. Rate tills garment designed for Joanne Woodvvard. 
Like 
Practically 
Certain 
j I 
. 
• 
-
. 
• 
. 
• 
e • • 
. . . 
--
. 
.. 
• .
-
. 
. 
. 
• 
• . 
Dislike 
Practically 
No Chance 
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12·. Rate th:ts garment designed for Julie Andrews. 
--------
Like . • • • • • • • • ll ·Dislike 
- -
. 
• 
- - - -
Practically 
· Certain • • 
• • 
-
13. Rate this· -garment 
Like . • • • 
Practically 
Certain . . . • 
1 L1-~ Rate this garment 
Like . . . • 
_t-'rac ticallJr 
Certain • . • • 
-
-
• .
designed 
• • 
• • 
• 
• 
for 
. 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
-
PracticalJ_y 
No Chance 
-
.Dr$ Joyce ·Brothers. 
. Dislike • 
- - -
Practically 
. . . 0 rio Chance • • • ~ 
- · -
designed for Joa..l'l Kennedyo 
. • . . Dislike • • • • 
- - -
Practically 
• • ~ . No Chance · • • • • 
- -
15, Rate this garment designed for Auqrey Hepb~Jl· 
Like 
.Practically· 
Certain 
. 
. 
. 
• 
• . 
. 
. 
. . 
. . 
-
. 
• Dislike 
-
Practically 
: : No Chance 
--
Please indicate the age group to which you belong_: . 
under 35 
35-55 
over 55 
Of which socioeconomic class do you consider your-
self a member? 
lo .ver 
1niddle 
tlpper 
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The garments you are about to view are copies of 
designer.originals. Please rate each garment after 
viewing it on the slide. Check (X) that space o~ the 
scale which most closely indicates your lL~eability 
of the garment. On the second scale, rate your chance 
of purchasing this garment for yourself, assuming the 
price is within a reasonable range. 
1. Rate this gar!:lent designed for Lilian Chase. 
Like 
Practically 
Certain 
. . 
• • 
-
-
. 
. 
. 
• 
. . 
. . 
-
. 
• 
-
. 
• 
: : Dislike 
--
. 
. 
. 
• 
Practically 
No Chance 
2. Rate this garment designed for Virginia Young. 
Like . . . . . . Dislilce . • • . • • 
- -
Practically Practically 
Certain . . . . . . No Chance • • • • • • 
- · - -
3. Rate this garment designed for Patricia Russel 
Like 
Practically 
Certain 
. . 
. . 
-
. 
. 
. 
• 
. 
. 
• . 
. 
. 
• 
• 
. 
. 
• .
. 
• 
. 
• 
Dislil~e 
Practically 
No Chance 
4. Rate this garment designed for liattie Cofer. 
Like . . • . . • Dislike . . • • . • 
-
Practically Practically 
Certain . . . . • No Chance . . • • . 
- -
5 Rate this garment designed for }llildred Carlson. 
Like .. . . . • " Dislike • • . . . • 
Pract.ically Praa~ically' 
. . . No ance 
.Certain . .. . . • • • 
--
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6 Rate this garment designed for Barbara Buscoeo 
- . -
.. 
Lll.:e 
Practically 
Certain 
. 
• 
• 
.. 
. 
.. 
• 
• 
• 0 
• • 
-
• 
• 
: · · :· -- -- 'Dislike 
- -
• • 
• • 
-
. 
• 
Practically 
1ro Cl1.ance 
-
7 Rate this-garment designed for Nina Hatten$ 
Like 
-
Practically 
Certain 
• 
• 
. 
• 
-
• 
• 
. 
. 
" • 
• 
• 
. 
• 
c. 
• 
• 
• 
. 
. ·Dislike 
-
Practically 
No Chan,ce-
- - -
8 Rate this garment designed for f2£LSimEson~ 
Like 
Pra +ically 
Certain 
-
Practj .. cally 
Certain 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• 
• 
- --
. . . 
• • • 
• 
• 
--
• 
• 
• 
.. 
. 
• 
.. 
. 
• 
• 
0 
. 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
- -
• 
• 
: Dislike 
-
. 
., 
Practically 
I~o Cha11ce 
: Dislike 
--
• 
--· 
Practically 
No Chane~ 
-
lC. Rate this garment designed for Julie Donohue-. ,. ~-"" 
Like 
Practically 
Certain 
. 
• 
. 
. 
• .
. 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
: Dislike 
-
Practically 
~ I\fo Chance 
-- · 
·t l Rate this garment designed for Emma Ashtono 
Like . . ... 0 . . Dislike • . . • .. • 
- - - - -
Practica ..l.l~t Practically 
Certain . . . • . . 1:ro Chance . • . . • . 
- -
I , 
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12. Rate tbis garment d~signed·. for Angella Cundell. 
Like .: :· : : : · ··· ·: : ··· .. Dislike·· ' · 
-- .-. --- · ............. . ......_ ~ 
. . 
.· ··Prac.tically· · .. 
. Practically · 
No Chance Certain . : : . · . : · . : · : 
- . ---- ... ~ .-:--- . -
• 
• _.,.... 
-
' . . . 
· · 13. R~te this garmen.t designed for Eunice Co;perton •.. 
Like • • • . . . . 
- ·- -· 
Practically ·~. · . 
Certain : • • 
. . . . . 
• • • 
--- _..._. ' ___.. 
• 
• 
• . . • • 
• 
.. 
Dislike 
-
- - - - · -
· . Practically 
: . No Chance 
- · - · 
·. 
.. ' . 
14. Rate this garment·· designed for Lau~a Kent·. .·, .. 
. Like 
-
Prac-tically 
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
.. 
• 
-
• I • • .. 
. . .. . 
~--
• • 
I • 
• 
Dislike 
- . 
• 
• 
Practically 
No Chance Cert~in : · : · . : 
- ,....__ -
- - - -
15. Rate thi·s g8.rment designed for Edith Hough.' 
Like : • • . . . . . . . . • . . · Dislike 
· - - --- - -
Practically . 
Certain : 
- -
• 
• 
-
• 
• 
. . 
• 
- -
• 
• 
. . 
Practic~ly 
: No Chance 
--
Please indicate the age group to which ~ou belong: 
• 
under 35 · ... ··--
35-55 
· over 55 
Of which socioeconomic class .do you consider your-
. self a member? 
r~·. 
lower 
middle 
upper 
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The ga..rments you. are about to 1 e 11 arP. copies of 
designer. originals.. Please :r.~ate each gar1nent after 
v~evdng it on. the slide. Check (X) that space on _the 
scale which most closely indicates -Yt1Ur ··likeability -
of the garment On the second scale~ rate yoliT chance 
of. pur?h~s~ng thi~ garmen-t 1!2£J2-p.rsel.1,, c..ssuming the 
pr1.ce ~s W'J .. thin a reasonable range$ 
Slide 1~ Rate t~is gar·ment~ 
LJ.J;;:e 
-
Pl~actically 
Certain 
• 
• 
--
• 
• 
• 
>T. . 
-
•• 
• 
-
. 
• 
.. 
!I 
- --
Sl1de 2. Rate this garment. 
Like . • 
-
Practically 
C ..L. • er""ro .. n 
-
• . 
. 
. 
--- -
~ 
.. 
• 
• 
" I> 
. 
• 
Slide 3. Rate · this garment* 
L:ilie .. . .. . 
--
. -:) 
• • 
--
<> 
Cl 
Practiclly 
Certain • 0 .. .. . . . .,. 
- · -
Slide 4 Rate this garment. 
Pra.~ tj_cally 
Certain 
• .
., 
.. 
• 
• 
. 
0 
. 
. 
•. 
. 
• 
• 
S-Ll. do t:; R::=tt .o. this ,garrn .... n t ... 
- v ""* .... ~ "'"" - .. 
Lil-\:e 
Practically 
Certain 
., . 
. .. 
--
. . 
. . 
-
. 
• 
• 
• 
'J 
0 
.. 
• 
. 
• 
Disli.ke 
. 
• 
. . 
.. 
• 
·-
--
• • 
Pr-actically 
~o Chance 
Dislike 
I>ra . ti.cally 
No Cl1ance 
--
.. 
0 
... 
c. 
. 
0 
.. 
... 
--
. 
• 
.. 
. 
c 
. 
Disl:i.ke 
Pra ~tic ally 
I"o C.aanc e 
Dislike 
Practically 
No Chance 
Dis1lke 
--
Practically 
: l:Io Chance 
-
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. . Slide 6 • .. Rate. this garruent • .. -· --~-. ... ____ . ____ _ --· . __ _ 
Like 
Prac t icall y - . 
Certain . . . • • • 
--
Slide 7$ Ra.t·e-· this garment. 
Like . • • • 
• 
• 
• . 
• . 
. 
• 
II 
• 
Practicall 
No Chance 
. 
• 
-
. 
• 
- - - -
_Dislike 
Practically 
Certain . • . . • • 
- --
• 
• 
. 
• 
Cc 
• 
-
Prac:ticcilly 
No Cha..t].ce 
-
Slide 8 
Like 
Rate this garment. 
Practically 
Certain 
. 
• 
. 
. 
• . 
• 
• 
. 
. 
. 
• 
. . 
• • 
-
• 
• 
. 
. 
-
Dislike 
Practically 
: : No Chance . 
_.....,.. . . ......_........ 
Sli de 9. Rate this garment. 
Practically 
Certa.J.n 
Slide 10 
Like 
Practically 
Certain 
. 
~ 
. 
• 
. 
• 
• . 
I 
• I • 
• __l_• 
. , 
• • 
-
• • 
• • 
--
Rate this garment. 
. 
• 
• . 
. 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
. 
. 
. 
• 
• • . . 
-
: Disli.'k:e _ 
-
Practically 
: No Chance 
-
: Dislike . 
-
. 
• 
Practically 
No Cha.11.ce 
Slide 11~ Rate this garment. 
Like 
Practically 
Certain 
.. . 
• • 
-
-
. 
. 
. 
. 
. . 
. . 
-
. 
• 
-
• 
• 
. . 
• • 
-
-
• . 
. 
. 
Practically 
I~o Ohance 
v 
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Sli.de 12. Rate this garment. 
Like . . . 0 • • 
---
Pract:Lcally 
Certain : : 
. . 
. .. 
--
. . 
• • 
-- -
Slide 13. · Ra~e this garment. 
: Disllice 
--
. 
. 
.... -·- Practi ,... lly -
: l\To Chance 
--
Like . . . . : : : : Dislike 
- ----
Practically 
Certain . It 0 • . • 
- -
Slide 14. · Ra.te this garment. 
Like . . • 
-
Practically 
. 
• 
-
Certain : 
-
. 
• 
. 
. 
. 
• 
. 
• 
-
Slide 15. Rate this garment 
Like . . . . . • • • • 
-
• I • 
. 
ft 
• 
• 
. 
• 
. 
• 
. " 
• • 
-
Practically 
_No C.hance 
Dislike . • 
- -
• . • . 
Practically 
No Chance 
- -
: Dislike 
-
Practically .Practically 
Certain . • • I 0 
--r--
: : : No Chance 
--- ~ .............._ ...,_.......... .. 
Please indicate the age group to which you belong: 
under 35 
35-55 
over 55 
Of' rhich socioeconomic class do you consider your-
self a member? 
lo\ver 
middle 
upper 
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